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Abstract 
We show that if X is a five-element line in a 3-connected matroid M which has a six-element 
line minor, then M has a minor using X which is isomorphic to a six-element line or one of two 
rank-3 matroids on ten elements. The two rank-3 matroids are constructed by freely adding an 
element to a four-element line of either the rank-3 Dowling geGmetry over GF(3) or the terr~3ry 
Reid geometry. A corresponding result for four-element lines was provided by Oxley, Vertigan, 
and Whittle. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of roundedness in matroids is concerned with relating substructures in a 
matroid to minors of that matroid. This theory has yielded important applications to the 
study of unique representability of matroids over finite fields (see [6, 8]). In their study 
of inequivaient representations of matroids over GF(5), Oxley, Vertigan, and Whittle 
showed that a 3-connected matroid M having a four-element line X and a five-element 
line minor has either a five-element line minor using X or an eight-element minor 
using X obtained by freely adding an element o a line of the Fano matroid. In the 
main theorem of the paper we extend this result to five-element lines of matroids. 
2. The proofs 
Let Fjo and Gi0 be the rank-3 matroids on ten elements whose Euclidean represen- 
tations arc as given in Fig. !. The matroids Flo and Glo are obtained by freely adding 
an element o any four-element line of the rank-3 Dowling geometry over GF(3) and 
the ternary Reid geometry, respectively. 
The matroid terminology used here follows Oxley [7]. Let M be a matroid. If  
X C E(M), then we say that M uses X .  
The following is the main result of the paper. 
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Theorem 1. Let M be a 3-connected matroid which has a U2,6-minor and a subset X 
such that M I X ~- U2,5. Then M has a minor N using X such that N is isomorphic 
to U2.6, Fro, or Glo. 
Throughout he paper M will denote a minor-minimal 3-connected matroid which 
has a U2,n+vminor, a subset X such that M I X ~- U2.n, but no U2.n+vminor using 
X for some n~>5. Thus, M is a simple matroid. Let X = {xbx2 . . . . .  Xn} and Y = 
E(M) \X  = {Yl,Y2 . . . . .  YlE(g)l-n}. We next give four results which are used in the 
proof of Theorem 1. The first three of these are given in [8] and the last is given in 
[5, Lemma 15]. 
Theorem 2. Either rM = 3 and ]E(M)] = 2n or rM = 4 and IE(M)] = 2n + i. 
Lemma 1. The set X meets every hyperplane o f  M. 
Lemma 2. I f  H is a hyperplane of  M that does not contain X, then [E(M)\(H O 
X)l>~2. 
Lemma 3. Suppose M is rank-4, contains a four-element circuit, and has all circuits 
having fewer than five elements. Then there exist circuits Ci = {a,b,c,d}, C2 = 
{a,b,x,y}, and C3 = {c,d,x,y} o f  g such that (C i \C j )NC j  = O for each distinct 
i , j  in {1,2,3}. 
Suppose rM = 4. The next two results extend Theorem 2 in this case. 
Lemma 4. I f  y E Y, then M/y has no U2,n+vminor. 
Proof. Suppose M/y has a U2,n+l-minor. The set X is closed in M as M has no 
U2.n+l-minor using X. Thus there exists a rank-3 minor N of M which uses X and is 
a simplification of M/y. The simplification N has a U2,n+vminor as M/y has such a 
minor. Hence, N is not 3-connected by the minimality of M. 
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Assume there is only one element of N, say Yl, not in X. Each element of E(M)\{y} 
not in E(N) is either in ClM(XUy) or ClM(yby). Therefore, M is a parallel connection 
[7, Section 7.1] of the plane ClM(X U y) and the line ClM(yl,y), a contradiction 
as M is 3-connected. Thus there exist at least two elements of N which are not 
on the line X. Let e , f  E E(N)\X. Then the line clN(e,f) meets X as otherwise 
N/ f  has a U2.n+l-minor using X U {e}. The matroid N is the parallel connection of 
the lines clN(e,f) and X since N is not 3-connected. Moreover, Ic lN(e,f) l  =n  + 1 
as N has a U2.n+l-minor. Thus, the simplification of M/y is equal to M/y. Hence, 
M/y = N and Y\{y} CclN(e,f). Therefore, rM/y(Y\{y})= 2. Hence, r~Y = 3 and 
rgX q- rg Y - rM = 2 -k 3 - 4 = 1. This is a contradiction as M is 3-connected. [] 
Let ~ be the set of planes of M determined by the elements of Y. 
Lemma 5. (a) MIX ~- U2.n+l. 
(b) l f  P ~ ~, then IPnXI = 1. 
(c) I f  Pi and P2 are distinct members of .~ and IPI N P2 f'l Y[>~2, then P IN P2 N 
X=~.  
Proof. (a) Let U, VC_E(M) be such that M\U/V ~ U2,n+t with [U I = n -2  and 
]V I = 2. Then VC_X by Lemma 4. Each element of X \V  is a loop of M/V. Hence, 
U =X\V.  Thus, M/X ~ M\ (X \V) / (Xn  V) = M\U/V ~- U2,n+~. 
(b) The plane P meets X by Lemma 1. Suppose xi and xj are distinct elements of 
PNX.  Then the elements o fPN Y are in parallel in M/xi,xj. Hence, MIX ~- U2,n+l is 
not simple, a contradiction. 
(e) Let Yl and yj be distinct members of  PI NP2 D Y. Then clM(yi, Yy) = PI NP2. 
Suppose x E PI NP2NX. Then x E clu(yi, Yy). Thus, Yi and yj are in parallel in MIX. 
Hence MIX ~- U2,n+l is not simple, a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose n = 5. By Theorem 2, the rank of M is three or four. 
First suppose rM = 4. Then IX[ = 5 and IYI = 6. By Lemma 2 every five-element 
subset of Y has rank four. Thus, M [ Y contains no coloops. Hence each element of  
M [ Y is in a circuit with three or more elements. 
Suppose Y contains a five-element circuit, say D = {yby2,y3,y4,ys} without loss 
of generality. Let ~l  be the set of ten distinct planes of M determined by the three- 
element subsets of D. Then ~! C_ .~. If some member of X is in three planes of  -~l, 
then two of these planes meet in two elements of Y, a contradiction of Lemma 5(c). 
Therefore each element of X is in at most two members of  ~1. Each plane of .~  
meets X in one element by Lemma 5(b). Since [~l[ = 10 and [XJ = 5, each element of 
X is in exactly two planes of ~1. Suppose xl E{ybY2,Y3} without loss of  genorality. 
By Lemma 5(c), ifx~ is also in {Yi, Yj, Y~}, then {1,2,3} meets {i,j,k} exactly once. 
Hence, we may assume that {YbY2,Y3} and {yl,Y4,Ys} are the only planes of  ~l  
containing xt. Each pair of sets {YbY3,Y4}, {Y2,Y3,Y4}, and {Y3,Y4,Ys} meet wice. 
Therefore, the closure of each of these contains a distinct member of X\{xl} by 
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Table i 
~ ~ {y,,Y2, Y~} xs ~ {y~,y2,Y~} 
"[Yl, Y2, Y3 } Xl Xl 
{Yl,Y2,Y4} x4 x5 
{y~,y~,y~} ~ ~ 
{yl,y3,y4} x2 x2 
{Yl,Y3,Ys} x5 x3 
{Yl,Y4.Ys} Xl Xl 
'[Y2,Y3, Y4} x3 x3 
{Y3,Y4,Y5} x4 x4 
Lemma 5(c). Suppose x2 E {Yl,Y3,Y4), x3 E {Y2,Y3,Y4}, and x4 E {Y3,Y4,Ys} without 
loss of generality. Then {Yl,Y2,Y4} meets each of {YbY3,Y4} and {Y2,Y3,Y4} in two 
elements. Thus, {yl,Y2,Y4} does not contain x2 or x3. Hence~ {YbY2,Y4} contains 
either x4 or xs. We next determine the element of X which is in each member of ~t  
in both of these cases. 
First suppose x4 E {yby2,y4}. The set {yl,y2,ys} meets each of {yby3,ys}, 
~y2,y3,ys}, and {y2~y4,ys} in two elements. Thus, {YbY2,Ys} does not contain xs; 
for otherwise, x5 is in only one plane of ~ l ,  a contradiction. Likewise, {Y2, Y3, Ys} does 
not contain xs as {Y2,Y3,Ys} meets each of {YbY2,Ys}, {YbY3,Ys}, and {Y2,Y4,Ys} 
in two elements. Hence, x5 E {YbY3,Ys} f3 {Y2,Y4,Ys}. Since, {Y2,Y3,Ys} meets 
{Y2,Y3,Y4} twice and x3 E {Y2,y3,y4}, its closure does not contain x3. Therefore, 
{Y2,Y3,Ys} contains x2 and {YbY2,Ys} contains x3. Hence, we have determined' the 
element of X contained in each plane of Pi in the case that x4 E {yt, y2, y4}. 
Now suppose x5 E {YbY2,Y4}. Then {Y3,Y4,Ys} meets each of {YbY3,Ys}, 
{Y2,Y3,Ys}, and {Y2,Y4,Ys} in two elements and x4E{y3,y4,ys}. Therefore, 
{Yl,Y3,Ys}, {y2,Y3,Ys}, and {Y2,Y4,Ys~ do not contain x4. Thus, x4 E {yby2,ys~. 
Therefore, x3 is an element of {YbY3,Ys}, {Y2,Y3,Ys}, or {Y2,Y4,Ys}. The latter two 
sets do not contain x3 as x3 E {y2,y3,y4}. Then {yl,y3,ys} contains x3. Since xs 
{YbY2,y4~ and {yl,y2,y4~ meets {Y2,Y4,Ys} in two elements, {Y2,Y4,Ys} does not 
contain xs. Hence, {3'2, Y4,Ys} contains x2 and {Y2,Y3, Ys} contains xs. This determines 
which element of X is in each plane of .~t in the case x5 E {yJ,y2,y4}. 
Consider the permutation 7t of E(M)\{y6} defined by 7t (y l )= Yl, I t (y2)= Y2, 
7t(y3)=y3, ~(y4)=y~, ~t(y~)=y4, ~t(xm)=x~, (x2)=x~, ~t(x3)=xs, ~t(x4)=x4, and 
~t(xs) = x2. Then n transforms columns l and 2 of Table l into columns i and 3, 
respectively. Therefore, we may assume that x~ ~ {y~, y2, y4} and the containments of
the elements of X in the planes of ~ are as given in columns ! and 2 of Table I. 
We next show ti~at he group of antomorphisms of M\y6 is doubly transitive on 
Y\{Y6). Each perm".~tation f E(M)\{y6} given next will be listed as an ordered pair of 
permutations o fX  alad Y, respectively. Hence, ~ = ((x~)(x2x~)(x4x~), (y~)(y2y~)(y4ys)) 
denotes the permutation of E(M)\{ Y6 } defined by ~ (xm)= xb ~ (x2) = x3, ~ (x3) = x~, 
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Fig. 2. 
01(X4) =xs,  01(xS) =x4, 01(Yl) = Yl, I//i(Y2) = 73, 01(Y3) -- 72, 01(Y4)----- YS, 
~bl(ys) = y4, for example. Let 02=((xlXx2xsx3x4),(yt )( 2y4y3y~)), ~'3 =((xt Xx2x4x3xs), 
(:~l)( y2 y5 y3 y4 )), q,4 = ((x~x3x2x4 Xx5 ), (yj y2 y3y4 Xy5 )), ~5 = ((xlx3x4x5 Xx2 ), (yl y2y4ys) 
(y~)), ~6 = ((xmxsx~2),(y~y2ysy4y3)), ~ = ((xmXx~,:4Xxs),(yly3Xy2y4Xys)), 
~/8 = ((XI X2X3X5 XX4 ), (Yl 73 Y2Y5 )(Y4)), and ~//9 -- ((xlx4 Xx2 Xxaxs ), (yl y4 Xy2ys Xy3 )). 
It can be checked that ~bl, 02, ~b3, ~'4, ~ ,  ~ ,  ~/~, ~bs, and ~ are automorphisms of
M\y6 which map {Yt,Y2} to any other two-element subset of  Y\{Y6}. 
Suppose Y contains a triangle T. Then T contains Y6. By the previous paragraph, we 
may assume that T = {YbY2,Y6}. Let S = {Y3,Y4,Ys, Y6}. Every three-element subset 
of S is independent as {yby2,y3,y4,ys} is a circuit. Suppose S is a circuit. Then 
{YbY2,Y6}, {yby2,x4}, {y3,ys,x4}, and {Y3,Ys, Y6} are circuits of M/y4 as rY =4 
and Y has no coloops. Thus {yby2,y3,ys,y6,x4} is a line of M/y4. Hence M/y4 has 
a U2,6-minor, a contradiction of  Lernma 4. Hence, S is independent. 
The plane {Y3,Ys, Y6} does not contain x2, x4, or x5 as the set {Y3,Ys, Y6} meets 
{Y2,Y3,Y5}, {y3,Y4,ys}_and {YbY3,ys} twice, respectively. The element xl is not 
a member of {Y3,Ys,Y6} as its inclusion would force Ys to be a member the plane 
spanned by yl,yz, and y3 which does not occur. Hence x3E{y3,ys, y6}. 
Let F = {YbY2,Ys}. Recall that {ybY2,ys,x3} and {YbY2,Y6} arc circuits of  M. 
Then F = {y,,y2,ys, y6,x3} is a rank-3 fiat of  M. Moreover, F is distinct from 
the rank-3 flat G = {y3,Ys, y6,x3} as Y3 ~/{YbY2,Ys}. Thus Y~, Y6, and x3 arc in 
the rank-2 fiat F N G. Hence, Y5 and Y6 are in parallel in M/X -~ U2,~) a contra- 
diction. Hence, Y contains no triangles in this case where Y contains a five-element 
circuit. 
Let B = {YbY2,Y3,Y4} and C = C(B, y6). Then [C[ ~ 3 by the previous argu- 
ments. Suppose IC[ = 4. Then C is {yby2,Y3,y6}, {yby2,y4,y6}, {yby3,Y4,y6}, 
or {y2,y3,y4,y6}. It follo,vs from considering the automorphism ~4 = ((xix~x2x4Xxs), 
(yty2y3y4Xys)) ofM\y6 that we may assume C = {yby2,y3,y6}. Some of the planes 
of M are given in Fig. 2. Let Si = {Y3,Y4,Ys, Y6} and Sz = {Y2,y4,ys, Y6}. Suppose 
SI and $2 are dependent. Then $1 and $2 are circuits since Y contains no triangles. 
Thus there exists a circuit cou~ained in ($1 o $2)\Y6 = {Y~,Ya, Y4,Ys}, a cona'adiction 
as {Yby2,Y3,Y4,ys} is a circuit. Therefore, $1 or $2 is independent. 
Suppose Si is independent. Then {yz, y4,ys}, {Y3,y4,y6}, {y3,ys,y6}, and {Y4,ys, y6} 
are pairwise distinct. The plane (Y3,Ys, Y6} does not contain x2, x4, or x5 as x2 E 
{Y2,Y3,Ys}, x4 E {Y3,Y4,Ys}, and x5 E {Yt,y3,Ys}, respectively. I fx t  E {Y~,ys, y6}, 
then { y3, ys, y6 } = {xt ,y3, y6 } = { yb y3, y6 }. Thus, y5 E { yt , y3, y6 }. It is clear from 
Fig. 2 that this is a contradiction. Then xl ~{Y3,Ys, Y6}. Hence, x3E{y3,ys, y6}. 
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The plane {Y4,Ys,y6} does not contain xl, x3, x4, or xs as xl E {y~,y4,ys}, 
x3 E {y3,ys,y6 }, x4 E {y3,y4,ys }, and xs E {y2,y4,ys }, respectively. Therefore, x2 E 
{y4,ys, y6). 
Suppose $2 is dependent. Then {Y2,Y4,Ys, Y6} is a circuit. Thus, x2E{y4,ys, y6} = 
{y2,y4,Ys}, a contradiction since xs E {y2,y4,ys~. Hence, $2 is independent. Then 
{y2,Y4,Ys}, {Y2,Y4,Y6}, {Y2,Ys, Y6}, and {y4,ys, Y6} are distinct planes of M. The 
plane {Y2,Y4,Y~} does not contain x2, x3, x4, or x~ as x2E~y4,ys, y6}, x3 e {y2,Ya,Y4}, 
x4 • {yl,y2,y4}, and x5 • {y2,y4,ys}, respectively. Thus xl • {Y2,y4,y6}. Then 
{y2, y4, y6} = {xl, y2, y6} = {yl, yz, y6}, so ;,~ • {yl, y2, y6}, a contradiction by Fig. 2. 
Hence, Si is dependent. Consider the automorphism ~/i =((xl)(x2xa)(x4xs), 
(yl)(Y2Ya)(y4Ys)) of M\y6. Let ~b : E(M) --~ E(M) be defined by ~b(e) = ~bl(e) 
if eeE(M)\{y6} and ~(Y6)= ):6. Then ~b(S))= $2. Therefore, Sl dependent implies 
that $2 is dependent by symmetry. This is a contradiction since Sl or $2 is independent. 
Hence, ICI ~ 4. It follows that [C I = 5 and C = {yl,y2,y3,y4,y6}. 
The plane {Yby2,Y6} does not contain xl, x3, or x4 as Xl • {Yl,y2,ya}, xa • 
{Yl, y2, Y5 }, t~ald x4 • {yl, Y2, Y4}, respectively. Thus, {yl, Y2, Y6} contains x2 or xs. The 
plane {Yt,.;'___~3 y~ does not contain xl, x2, or x5 as xl • {yt,y2,ya}, x2 • {yl,ya, y4}, 
and xs•{yb  ~3,y5}, respectively. Then x3•{yl,y3,y6} or x4•{ybya, y6}. 
The plane {Yl,Y4,Y6} dogs not contain xl, x2, or x4 since xl • {Yl,Y4,ys}, x2 • 
{yby3,Y4}, and x4 • {Yl,Y2,Y4}, respectively. Thus, {YbY4,Y6} contains x3 or xs. 
Then {Y2,Y3,Y6} does not contain Xl, x2, or x3 as xl • {yby2,y3}, x2 • {y2,Y3,Ys}, 
and x3 • {Y2, Y3, y4}, respectively. Therefore, {y2, y3,):6} contains x4 or xs. 
The plane {y2,y4,y6} does not contain x~, x4, or x~ since x3 • {y~,y3,y~,}~. x4 •
{yby2,y4}, and xs • {y2,y4,y~}, respectively. Thus, x~ • {y2,y4,y6} or x2 • 
{y2,y4,y6}. Then {Y3,Y4,y6} dogs not contain x2, x3, or x4 as xz • {ybY3,Y4}, 
x3 • {Y2,Y~,Y4}, and x4 • {Y3,Y4,Ys}, respectively. Hence, xl • {Ya, Y4,y6} or x~ • 
{Ya,Y4,Y6}. 
Euppose x2 • {YbY~,Yo}. Then {Y2,Y4,Y6} contains x~. Thus, x~ c~{ya, y4,y6}, 
so xs • {ya, y4,y~}. Since, {ya, y4,y6} meets each of {Y~,Y4,Y6} and {y2,y~,y6} 
in two elements, xs q/ {yby4,y~} and xs ff/ {y2,y~,y6}. Thus, xa • {yby4,y6} and 
x4 • { yz, ya, y~ }. Then x~ ~ { y~ ,Y~, y6 } and hence x4 • { y~ ,y~, y6 } , a contradiction as 
x4 • {y2, y~, yo}. Therefore, {y~, y2, .):6} does not contain x~. Hence, x~ • {y~, y2, )6}. 
The planes {YbY4,Yo} and {Y2,Ya, Yo} do not contain xs as {YbY2,Yo} meets 
each of {YbY4,Yo} and {y~,y~,Yo} in two elements. Thus, xa • {Y~,Y4,Y6} and 
x# • {Y2,Ya, yo}. Then xa q/{YbYa, Y6}, so x4 • {YhY3,Y6}, a contradiction since 
{y~, y~, y~} and {y~, y~, y6} meet twice. Hence, Y contains no five-element circuits. 
Either M I Y is connected or not. Suppose that M [ Y is connected. Then M I Y is a 
simple rank-4 connected matroid on six elements which has no five-element circuits. It 
is straightforward to show that M I Y contains a four-element circuit. It follows from 
Lemma 3 that we may assume that a Euclidean representation for M J Y is as given 
in Fig. 3. Let ~2 denote the planes {Y~,Y~,Y~,Y4}, {Yl,Y2,Y~,Y6}, {Y~,Y4,Y~,Y6}, 
{YbY3,Y~}, {Y~,Y~,Y6}, {YbY4,ys}, {yby4,y~,}, {Y2,Y~,y~}, {Y~,Y~,Y6}', {Y2,Y4,Ys}, 
and {Y~,Y4,y6} of M. One can show that ~2 forms a set of pairwisg distinct planes 





Y2 ~ YS Y6 
Fig. 4. 
of ~ as Y has rank four. By Lemma 5(b), each plane of ~2 meets X exactly once. 
Suppose xl E {yby2,y3,y4} without loss of gene~,',ity. Then xl is in no other plane 
of ~2 by Lemma 5(c). Likewise, we may assume that x2 E {yl,Y2,ys, y6} and x3 E 
{Y3, Y4, Ys, Y6} and that these are the only planes of ~2 containing these elements. 
Suppose x4 E {Yl,Y3,Y5} without loss of generality. Since {YbY3,Ys} meets each 
of {Ym,Y3,Y6}, {Yl,Y4,Ys}, and {y2,Y3,Ys} in two elements, {y~,Y3,y6}, {ybY4,Ys}, 
and {y2,y3,ys} do not contain x4. Thus, {YbY3,Y6}, {yby4,ys}, and {y2,Y3,ys} 
contain xs. Then {y~,y4,y6}, {y2,y3,y6}, and {y2,y4,y5} do not contain x5. Hence, 
{YbY4,Y6},{Y2,Y3,Y6}, and {y2,y4,ys} contain x4. Thus, M/yl has nontrivial ines 
{ya, y3,y4,xl}, {ya, ys, y6,xa}, {y3,y~,x4}, {y3,y6,xs}, {Y4,ys,xs}, and {y4,y6,x4}. 
A Euclidean representation of M/yl is given in Fig. 4. H~nce, M/yl,x3\xa,x4,.':5 ~-- 
U2,6, a contradiction to Lemma 4. Thus, M [ Y is not cormected. 
The simple disconnected restriction M [ Y contains no coloops and has six ele- 
ments. Thus M I Y ~ U2,3 • U2,3. Without loss of generality, let {Yt,Y2,Y3} and 
{Y4, Y5, Y6 } be the connected components of M [ Y. Then {Yt, y2, y3, y4 }, {Yl, y2, Y3, Y5 }, 
{YbY2,Y3,Y6}, {YbY4,Ys, Y6}, {y2,y4,Ys,Y6}, and {Y3,Y4,ys, Y6} are the planes of  
~.  Each of these planes meet in at least two elements. Since IX I = 5, there exists 
iE {1,2,3,4,5} such that xi is in two members of ~,  a contradiction of Lemma 5(c). 
Thus, rM = 3 and [E(M)[ = 10 by Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 1, it suffices to 
show that M -~ Fio or M ~ Glo. Assume that M is isomorphic to neither Flo or Glo. 
Let U and V be subsets of E(M) with [U[ = 3 and IV[ = 1 such that M\U/V ~- U2,6. 
Then E(M)\(UU V) meets X at most once as otherwise there exists a U2,6-restriction 
of M/V using X. Thus, X meets U U V in at least four elements. Therefore, X meets 
V. Suppose V = {x5} and U = "{x2,x3,x4} without loss of generality. A simplification 
of M/x5 must have at least six elements, and therefore X is the only dependent line 
of M containing xs. 
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Fig. 6. 
Let ~ denote the set of lines of M determined by a pair of distinct elements of 
Y. Each of these lines meets X\{xs} by Lemma 1 and the fact that X is the only 
dependent line containing xs. Let ! E ~.  Then there are at least two elements of Y not 
on / by Lemma 2. Hence, ! contains at most four elements. 
Suppose each line of ~ contains at most three elements. Then ~'~ contains ten 
distinct lines, Each of these lines contains exactly one of the elements xl, x2, x3, and 
x4. Hence there exists iE { 1,2,3,4} such that x~ meets at least hree of these lines. Since 
there are only five elements of Y, there exists yk E Y in at least two lines of .~O. Hence, 
{x,,yk,yz} and {xi, yk,ym} are lines of ~ for distinct I and m in {!,2,3,4,5}\{k}. 
This yields a four-element line {x, yk, YZ, ym} of A¢, a contradiction. Therefore there 
exists a four-element line of .Y, say {Yl,Y2,y3,xl} without loss of generality. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that Y4 and ys are not on the line [yj, y2, y3,xm }. The lines 
{yi, y4} meet distinct elements of {x2,x3,x4} for iE { 1,2,3}. Suppose that x2 E {yby4}, 
x3 E {y2, )'4}, and x4 E {Y3, y4} without loss of generality. 
Either Y5 is on one of the lines {YbY4}, {Y2,Y4}, and {Y3,Y4} or not. First suppose 
Y5 is on one of these lines. By symmetry, we may assume that Y5 E {Y3,Y4}. Some of 
the lines of M are drawn in Fig. 5. 
The line {Yl,ys} does not contain xj, x2, or x4 as ys ff/{yl,y2}, y5 c;/{yl,y4}~ and 
yJ ~{)'3. y4, )'5 }, respectively. Hence, {Yl, Y5 } contains x3. Likewise, the line {Y2, Y5 } 
does not contain xt, x3, or x4 as y,~ ({Yl,Y2,}, Y2 q/{Y2,Ys}, and Y2 ~/{Y3,y4,Ys}, 
respectively. Thus, {y2,ys} contains x2. It follows that M ~ Fro as in Fig. 1, a 
contradiction. 
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Thus, Y5 is on none of the lines {Yt,Y4}, {Y2,Y4}, and {Ys, Y4}. Then {Yl,Ys} does 
not contain xl or x2 as Y5 ~{Yl ,y2} and Y5 q/{yz,y4}, respectively. Then {yl ,ys} 
contains either x3 or x4. t~y the symmetry induced by interchanging Y2 and Y3, and x3 
and x4, we may assume that x4 E {YbY5}- Some of the lines of  M are drawn in Fig. 6. 
"De line {Y2,y5} does not contain xl, x3, or x4 as )'5 ~{y l ,y2} ,  Y5 ~/{y2,y4}, 
and y2 q/{y l ,ys},  respectively. Therefore, {y2,y5} contains x2. Similarly, {y3,ys} 
does not contain xl, x2, or x4 as Y5 ~{yl ,Y2},  Y3 q/{y2,ys,x2}, and Y3 ~{y l ,ys} ,  
respectively. Then {Y3,Ys} contains x3. The line{y4,y5} does not contain x2, x3, or 
x4 as Y5 ~{y l ,y4},  )'5 ~{y2,y4}, and y4 ~{YbY5}, respectively. Therefore {Y4,Ys} 
contains xl. Hence, M ~ Gto as in Fig. 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof 
of  Theorem 1. [] 
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